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The Goal of My Research

“To understand the fundamental principles of 
learning from data and use them to develop 
algorithms that can learn like living beings.”
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Human learning        Deep learning
Humans can learn from 

limited, sequential, 
correlated data, with a 
clear understanding of 

the world.
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Machines require large 
amount of IID data, and 
don’t really understand 
the world and cannot 

reason about it.

My current research focuses on reducing this gap!



Learning-Algorithms from Bayesian 
Principles

• Practical Bayesian principles 
– To design/improve/generalize learning-algorithms.
– Distribution over unknowns.

• Generalization of many existing algorithms,
– Classical (least-squares, HMM, Kalman.. etc).
– Deep Learning (SGD, RMSprop, Adam).

• Helps us design new algorithms
– Reinforcement, online, continual learning, reasoning..

• Impact: Everything with one common principle.
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Learning Goals

• Keywords
– Statistics (Gaussian distribution, Bayes’ rule)
– Optimization (Gradient descent, Least-squares)
– Deep Learning (Stochastic gradient descent, RMSprop)

• What will you learn
– Some issues with deep learning.
– A Bayesian principle to fix it.
– Least squares from Bayesian principles.
– RMSprop optimizer from Bayesian principles.
– Applications of Bayesian principles to deep learning.
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Uncertainty in Deep Learning

To estimate the confidence in the 
predictions of a deep-learning system
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(a) Input Image (b) Ground Truth (c) Semantic
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Figure 1: Illustrating the difference between aleatoric and epistemic uncertainty for semantic segmentation
on the CamVid dataset [8]. Aleatoric uncertainty captures noise inherent in the observations. In (d) our model
exhibits increased aleatoric uncertainty on object boundaries and for objects far from the camera. Epistemic

uncertainty accounts for our ignorance about which model generated our collected data. This is a notably
different measure of uncertainty and in (e) our model exhibits increased epistemic uncertainty for semantically
and visually challenging pixels. The bottom row shows a failure case of the segmentation model when the
model fails to segment the footpath due to increased epistemic uncertainty, but not aleatoric uncertainty.

which captures our ignorance about which model generated our collected data. This uncertainty
can be explained away given enough data, and is often referred to as model uncertainty. Aleatoric
uncertainty can further be categorized into homoscedastic uncertainty, uncertainty which stays con-
stant for different inputs, and heteroscedastic uncertainty. Heteroscedastic uncertainty depends on
the inputs to the model, with some inputs potentially having more noisy outputs than others. Het-
eroscedastic uncertainty is especially important for computer vision applications. For example, for
depth regression, highly textured input images with strong vanishing lines are expected to result in
confident predictions, whereas an input image of a featureless wall is expected to have very high
uncertainty.

In this paper we make the observation that in many big data regimes (such as the ones common
to deep learning with image data), it is most effective to model aleatoric uncertainty, uncertainty
which cannot be explained away. This is in comparison to epistemic uncertainty which is mostly
explained away with the large amounts of data often available in machine vision. We further show
that modeling aleatoric uncertainty alone comes at a cost. Out-of-data examples, which can be
identified with epistemic uncertainty, cannot be identified with aleatoric uncertainty alone.

For this we present a unified Bayesian deep learning framework which allows us to learn map-
pings from input data to aleatoric uncertainty and compose these together with epistemic uncer-
tainty approximations. We derive our framework for both regression and classification applications
and present results for per-pixel depth regression and semantic segmentation tasks (see Figure 1 and
the supplementary video for examples). We show how modeling aleatoric uncertainty in regression
can be used to learn loss attenuation, and develop a complimentary approach for the classification
case. This demonstrates the efficacy of our approach on difficult and large scale tasks.

The main contributions of this work are;

1. We capture an accurate understanding of aleatoric and epistemic uncertainties, in particular
with a novel approach for classification,

2. We improve model performance by 1 � 3% over non-Bayesian baselines by reducing the
effect of noisy data with the implied attenuation obtained from explicitly representing
aleatoric uncertainty,

3. We study the trade-offs between modeling aleatoric or epistemic uncertainty by character-
izing the properties of each uncertainty and comparing model performance and inference
time.
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Deep Learning: SGD/RMSprop/Adam/Newton etc.
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✓  ✓ � ⇢H
�1r✓`(✓)

<latexit sha1_base64="UgVSpSO3jg+znHAHuOPezTGqcZ0=">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</latexit>
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Estimate a distribution over model parameters.

EntropyDistribution (e.g. Gaussian)

Parameters
(e.g., mean and variance)

max
�

�Eq�(✓)[`(D, ✓)]�H(q)
<latexit sha1_base64="a2SduFV9lUVAyDPwUVCIZ7Gp2kM=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="yRO2Z7R/BAXqi219G8O7pArbmKc=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="yRO2Z7R/BAXqi219G8O7pArbmKc=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="9pn/pAr+OpcvbEPiq2AYxg5z4f8=">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</latexit>

ExplorationExploitation

Optimization formulation (Zellner, 1988)
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Expectation/moment/
mean parameters 

Sufficient
Statistics

exp


m>V �1✓ � 1

2
✓>V �1✓

�

<latexit sha1_base64="DUZR9B3A4u3AbBfSdrZiSrYMgvo=">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</latexit>

q�(✓) / exp
⇥
�>�(✓)

⇤
<latexit sha1_base64="QcuDo/oOVt8ZY2IqCwNAuEuFnWc=">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</latexit>

e.g. Gaussian distribution

Natural parameters

{V �1m,V �1}
<latexit sha1_base64="gFcBGgiTG6a0kewqEsvm3lFlPik=">AAAB/XicbZDLSgMxFIYz9VbrbbzsBAkWwYWWmbrQlRTcuKxgL9COJZNm2mCSGZKMUIfB59CVGxeKuPU93Pk2ZjpdaOsPgY//nMM5+f2IUaUd59sqzM0vLC4Vl0srq2vrG/bmVlOFscSkgUMWyraPFGFUkIammpF2JAniPiMt//Yiq7fuiFQ0FNd6FBGPo4GgAcVIG6tn73ST5k1y7Kb8COYAu2nPLjsVZyw4C+4EyrW9x0xP9Z791e2HOOZEaMyQUh3XibSXIKkpZiQtdWNFIoRv0YB0DArEifKS8fUpPDBOHwahNE9oOHZ/TySIKzXivunkSA/VdC0z/6t1Yh2ceQkVUayJwPmiIGZQhzCLAvapJFizkQGEJTW3QjxEEmFtAiuZENzpL89Cs1pxTyrVK5PGOchVBLtgHxwCF5yCGrgEddAAGNyDZ/AK3qwH68V6tz7y1oI1mdkGf2R9/gD+ApgB</latexit>

{E(✓),E(✓✓>)}
<latexit sha1_base64="jUVEXaKzSK5sAViadlUl/9l04NM=">AAACHnicbVDLSgMxFM3UV62vqktBgkVoQcpMRXQlBRFcVrAP6Iwlk6ZtaOZBckcoQz9E3fgrblwoIrjSvzHT6UJbDyQczrmXe+9xQ8EVmOa3kVlYXFpeya7m1tY3Nrfy2zsNFUSSsjoNRCBbLlFMcJ/VgYNgrVAy4rmCNd3hReI375hUPPBvYBQyxyN9n/c4JaClTv7Ejm2PwMB148tx0YYBA1I6wnNa+t/aEIQle9zJF8yyOQGeJ9aUFKr79wkeap38p90NaOQxH6ggSrUtMwQnJhI4FWycsyPFQkKHpM/amvrEY8qJJ+eN8aFWurgXSP18wBP1d0dMPKVGnqsrk7XVrJeI/3ntCHpnTsz9MALm03RQLxIYApxkhbtcMgpipAmhkutdMR0QSSjoRHM6BGv25HnSqJSt43LlWqdxjlJk0R46QEVkoVNURVeohuqIokf0jF7Rm/FkvBjvxkdamjGmPbvoD4yvH/UDpr0=</latexit>
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Learning by optimization:

Learning by Bayes:

Natural and Expectation parameters of q

✓  ✓ � ⇢H
�1r✓`(✓)

<latexit sha1_base64="UgVSpSO3jg+znHAHuOPezTGqcZ0=">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</latexit>

� (1� ⇢)�� ⇢rµEq [`(✓)]
<latexit sha1_base64="j+JGCOukOM/iG0+pI2qWrxXe3JM=">AAACV3icbVFNb9QwEHXSUpblo1s4cjFUSMuhq6Qc4IQqVUgci8S2ldZRNHEmG6uOE+wJ1SrKgTNn/hji0r/CBZzdIkHLSLbevDdfHmeNVo6i6CoIt7bv7Nwd3Rvff/Dw0e5k7/Gpq1srcS5rXdvzDBxqZXBOijSeNxahyjSeZRfHg372Ga1TtflIqwaTCpZGFUoCeSqdGKF9cA5caCwIrK0v+TQ+ELasX/I/2gEffC4MZBrSrhPrvp3FvOeiavvhBiqzrHvXp582pRZcoNZTQSUS+FJWLUtK0sl+NIvWxm+D+BrsHz271F+Pv305SSffRV7LtkJDUoNzizhqKOnAkpIa+7FoHTYgL2CJCw8NVOiSbj1fz194JudFbf0xxNfs3xkdVM6tqsxHDvO7m9pA/k9btFS8STplmpbQyE2jotWcaj4smefKoiS98gCkVX5WLkuwIMl/xdgvIb755Nvg9HAWv5odfvDbeMs2NmJP2XM2ZTF7zY7Ye3bC5kyyH+xnsBVsB1fBr3AnHG1Cw+A65wn7x8K936KKt1M=</latexit>

� (1� ⇢)�� ⇢rµEq [`(✓)]
<latexit sha1_base64="j+JGCOukOM/iG0+pI2qWrxXe3JM=">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</latexit>

q(✓) := N (✓|m,V )
<latexit sha1_base64="CIOg3GR2+LqD+oxPc0DHAMUfPIk=">AAACD3icbVDLSgNBEJyNrxhfqx4FGQxKAhJ240ERlIAXTxLBPCAbwuxkYobMPpzpFcKaP/DiUT/DiwdFvHr15t84m+SgiQUNRVU33V1uKLgCy/o2UjOzc/ML6cXM0vLK6pq5vlFVQSQpq9BABLLuEsUE91kFOAhWDyUjnitYze2dJX7tlknFA/8K+iFreuTa5x1OCWipZe7d5BzoMiB5fHyCHY9AlxIRXwzG8h329nE13zKzVsEaAk8Te0yype3HBE/llvnltAMaecwHKohSDdsKoRkTCZwKNsg4kWIhoT1yzRqa+sRjqhkP/xngXa20cSeQunzAQ/X3REw8pfqeqzuTg9Wkl4j/eY0IOkfNmPthBMyno0WdSGAIcBIObnPJKIi+JoRKrm/FtEskoaAjzOgQ7MmXp0m1WLAPCsVLncYpGiGNttAOyiEbHaISOkdlVEEU3aNn9IrejAfjxXg3PkatKWM8s4n+wPj8Abqcnu0=</latexit>

Expectation/moment/
mean parameters 

Natural parameters

exp


m>V �1✓ � 1

2
✓>V �1✓

�

<latexit sha1_base64="DUZR9B3A4u3AbBfSdrZiSrYMgvo=">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</latexit>

{V �1m,V �1}
<latexit sha1_base64="gFcBGgiTG6a0kewqEsvm3lFlPik=">AAAB/XicbZDLSgMxFIYz9VbrbbzsBAkWwYWWmbrQlRTcuKxgL9COJZNm2mCSGZKMUIfB59CVGxeKuPU93Pk2ZjpdaOsPgY//nMM5+f2IUaUd59sqzM0vLC4Vl0srq2vrG/bmVlOFscSkgUMWyraPFGFUkIammpF2JAniPiMt//Yiq7fuiFQ0FNd6FBGPo4GgAcVIG6tn73ST5k1y7Kb8COYAu2nPLjsVZyw4C+4EyrW9x0xP9Z791e2HOOZEaMyQUh3XibSXIKkpZiQtdWNFIoRv0YB0DArEifKS8fUpPDBOHwahNE9oOHZ/TySIKzXivunkSA/VdC0z/6t1Yh2ceQkVUayJwPmiIGZQhzCLAvapJFizkQGEJTW3QjxEEmFtAiuZENzpL89Cs1pxTyrVK5PGOchVBLtgHxwCF5yCGrgEddAAGNyDZ/AK3qwH68V6tz7y1oI1mdkGf2R9/gD+ApgB</latexit>

e.g., Gaussian distribution

{E(✓),E(✓✓>)}
<latexit sha1_base64="jUVEXaKzSK5sAViadlUl/9l04NM=">AAACHnicbVDLSgMxFM3UV62vqktBgkVoQcpMRXQlBRFcVrAP6Iwlk6ZtaOZBckcoQz9E3fgrblwoIrjSvzHT6UJbDyQczrmXe+9xQ8EVmOa3kVlYXFpeya7m1tY3Nrfy2zsNFUSSsjoNRCBbLlFMcJ/VgYNgrVAy4rmCNd3hReI375hUPPBvYBQyxyN9n/c4JaClTv7Ejm2PwMB148tx0YYBA1I6wnNa+t/aEIQle9zJF8yyOQGeJ9aUFKr79wkeap38p90NaOQxH6ggSrUtMwQnJhI4FWycsyPFQkKHpM/amvrEY8qJJ+eN8aFWurgXSP18wBP1d0dMPKVGnqsrk7XVrJeI/3ntCHpnTsz9MALm03RQLxIYApxkhbtcMgpipAmhkutdMR0QSSjoRHM6BGv25HnSqJSt43LlWqdxjlJk0R46QEVkoVNURVeohuqIokf0jF7Rm/FkvBjvxkdamjGmPbvoD4yvH/UDpr0=</latexit>
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Learning by optimization:

Learning by Bayes:

– Classical algorithms: Least-squares, Newton’s method, Kalman 
filters, Baum-Welch, Forward-backward, etc.

– Bayesian inference: EM, Laplace’s method, SVI, VMP.
– Deep learning: SGD, RMSprop, Adam.
– Reinforcement learning: parameter-space exploration, natural 

policy-search.
– Continual learning: Elastic-weight consolidation.
– Online learning: Exponential-weight average.
– Global optimization: Natural evolutionary strategies, Gaussian 

homotopy, continuation method & smoothed optimization.
– List incomplete…

Natural and Expectation parameters of q

✓  ✓ � ⇢H
�1r✓`(✓)

<latexit sha1_base64="UgVSpSO3jg+znHAHuOPezTGqcZ0=">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</latexit>

� (1� ⇢)�� ⇢rµEq [`(✓)]
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Figure 1: Comparing VOGN [22], a natural-gradient VI method, to Adam and SGD, training ResNet-
18 on ImageNet. The two left plots show that VOGN and Adam have similar convergence behaviour
and achieve similar performance in about the same number of epochs. VOGN achieves 67.38% on
validation compared to 66.39% by Adam and 67.79% by SGD. Run-time of VOGN is 76 seconds per
epoch compared to 44 seconds for Adam and SGD. The rightmost figure shows the calibration curve.
VOGN gives calibrated predictive probabilities (the diagonal represents perfect calibration).

We demonstrate practical training of deep networks by using recently proposed natural-gradient VI38

methods. These methods resemble the Adam optimiser, enabling us to leveraging existing techniques39

for initialisation, momentum, batch normalisation, data augmentation, and distributed training. As a40

result, we obtain similar performance in about the same number of epochs as Adam when training41

many popular deep networks (e.g., LeNet, AlexNet, ResNet) on datasets such as CIFAR-10 and42

ImageNet. See Fig. 1 for Imagenet. The results show that, despite using an approximate posterior, the43

training methods preserve the benefits of Bayesian principles. Compared to standard deep-learning44

methods, the predictive probabilities are well-calibrated and uncertainties on out-of-distribution45

inputs are improved. Our work shows that practical deep learning is possible with Bayesian methods46

and aims to support further research in this area.47

Related work. Previous VI methods, notably by Graves [15] and Blundell et al. [4], require signifi-48

cant implementation and tuning effort to perform well, e.g., on convolution neural networks (CNN).49

Slow convergence is found to be problematic for sequential problems [43]. There appears to be no50

reported results with complex networks on large problems, such as ImageNet. Our work solves these51

issues by borrowing deep-learning techniques and applying them to natural-gradient VI [22, 51].52

In their paper, Zhang et al. [51] also employed data augmentation and batch normalisation for a53

natural-gradient method called Noisy K-FAC (see Appendix A) and showed results on VGG on54

CIFAR-10. However, a mean-field method called noisy Adam was found to be unstable with batch55

normalisation. In contrast, we show that a similar method, called Variatonal Online Gauss-Newton56

(VOGN), proposed by Khan et al. [22], works well with such techniques. We show results for57

distributed training with noisy K-FAC on Imagenet, but do not provide extensive comparisons. Many58

of our techniques can be used to speed-up noisy K-FAC too, which is promising.59

Many other approaches have recently been proposed to compute posterior approximations by training60

deterministic networks [44, 36, 37]. Similarly to MC-dropout, the posterior approximation is not61

flexible and it is difficult to improve the accuracy of the posterior approximations. On the other hand,62

VI offers a much more flexible alternative to apply Bayesian principles to deep learning.63

2 Deep Learning with Bayesian Principles and Its Challenges64

The success of deep learning is partly due to the availability of scalable and practical methods for65

training deep neural networks (DNNs). Network training is formulated as an optimisation problem66

where a loss between the data and the DNN’s predictions is minimised. For example, in a supervised67

learning task with a dataset D of N inputs xi and corresponding outputs yi of length K, we minimise68

a loss of the following form: ¯̀(w) + �w
>
w, where ¯̀(w) := 1
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Figure 5: Histograms of predictive entropy for out-of-distribution tests for ResNet-18 trained on
CIFAR-10. Going from left to right, the inputs are: the in-distribution dataset (CIFAR-10), followed
by out-of-distribution data: SVHN, LSUN (crop), LSUN (resize). Also shown are the AUROC metric
(higher is better) and FPR at 95% TPR metric (lower is better), averaged over 3 runs. We clearly see
that VOGN’s predicitive entropy is generally low for in-distribution and high for out-of-distribution
data, but this is not the case for other methods. Solid vertical lines indicate the mean predictive
entropies. The standard deviations are small and so not reported.

are obtained using the point estimate of the weights. We compare the probabilities using the240

following metrics: validation negative log-likelihood (NLL), area under ROC (AUROC) and expected241

calibration curves (ECE) [39, 16]. For the first and third metric, a lower number is better, while for242

the second, a higher number is better. See Appendix G for an explanation of these metrics. Results243

are summarised in Table 1. VOGN shows competitive performance in most cases. For AUROC, on244

all but one CIFAR-10 experiment (AlexNet without DA), VOGN performs the best or at least it is245

among the best. Adam performs the worst, but is surprisingly good for CIFAR-10/ResNet-18. We246

also show calibration curves [7] in Figure 1 and Appendix H. Across all datasets and architectures,247

with the exception of LeNet-5, VOGN usually has better calibration curves and better ECE than248

competing approaches. Adam is consistently over-confident, with its calibration curve below the249

diagonal. Conversely, MC-dropout is usually under-confident. On ImageNet however, MC-dropout250

performs well, but it takes an excessively tuned dropout rate to achieve this.251

Our final result is to compare performance on out-of-distribution datasets. When testing on datasets252

that are different from the training datasets, predictions should become more uncertain. We use253

experimental protocol from the literature [17, 31, 8, 32] to compare VOGN, Adam and MC-dropout254

on CIFAR-10. We also borrow metrics from other works [17, 30] and show predictive entropy255

histograms and also report AUROC and FPR at 95% TPR. Ideally, we would want the entropy to be256

high on out-of-distribution data and low on in-distribution data. Please see Appendix I for further257

details on the datasets and metrics. Our results are summarised in Figure 5 and Appendix I. On258

ResNet-18 and AlexNet, VOGN performs better or as well as both Adam and MC-dropout. VOGN’s259

predictive entropy histograms show the desired behaviour: a spread of entropies for the in-distribution260

data, and high entropies for out-of-distribution data. VOGN has correspondingly better metrics261

(AUROC and FPR at 95% TPR). However, on LeNet-5, we observe the same result as before: Adam262

and MC-dropout both perform well. Additionally, MC-dropout’s predictive entropies are generally263

high (particularly in-distribution), indicating MC-dropout has too much noise.264

5 Conclusions265

We successfully train deep networks with a natural-gradient variational inference method, VOGN,266

on a variety of architectures and datasets, even scaling up to ImageNet. This is made possible due267

to similarity of VOGN to Adam, enabling us to boost performance by borrowing deep-learning268

techniques. Our test accuracies and convergence rates are comparable to SGD and Adam. Unlike269

them, however, VOGN retains the benefits of Bayesian principles, with well-calibrated uncertainty270

and good performance on out-of-distribution data. Better uncertainty estimates open up a whole range271

of potential future experiments, for example, small data experiments, active learning, adversarial272

experiments, and sequential decision making or continual learning. Another potential avenue for273

research is to consider structured covariance approximations.274
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On OpenAI Gym Cheetah with DDPG 
with DNN with [400,300] ReLU

Vadam(noise using
 natural-gradients)

SGD (noise using 
standard gradients)

Reward 2038

Reward 5264

Ruckstriesh et.al.2010, Fortunato et.al. 2017, Plapper et.al. 2017

SGD (no noise)
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Homework

• Derive the Bayes update for least-squares.
• Derive the same for neural networks
• Can you think of ways to RMSprop and 

Bayes update even more similar? 
– RMSprop vs Bayes with diagonal Gaussian.
– Justify why your way is reasonable, and also 

when will it work and when it won’t.
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Thanks!

Slides, papers, and code available at
https://emtiyaz.github.io 
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